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This volume is your visual guide on how to be the 
baddest bitch in the game. On our pages you will 
find an incredible spread and interview with the 
Uber talented Beau Dunn who on top of being a 
fantastic and thought provoking artist is also a 
model and philanthropist who shows us that being 
bad is oh so good and that having a pet lobster is 
where itwhere it’s at. You will also find an extensive inter-
view with Kat Toronto who channeled BDSM and 
Fetish to overcome personal pain and heal emo-
tionally by creating stunningly poetic visual art 
through performance as her alter ego, Miss 
Meatface. So leave your inhibitions behind come 
on, and see why good girls may go to heaven but 
bad girls bring heaving to you.
Welcome to the issue. 

What is cacoethes? Well to put it in simple terms it’s an 
irresistible urge to do something inadvisable. In broader 
terms it’s when we as human beings choose to make bad 
decisions, it’s an irresistible pull to do something wicked 
and amusing. Something that our mothers warned us 
against. Mae West said it best, “Good girls go to heaven, 
bad girls go everywhere.” This book is dedicated to 
being bad in the best being bad in the best way possible - by going against the 
grain. Whatever you do in this world someone some-
where will criticize you for it. Sometimes it’s out of 
envy, sometimes it’s sadness, and often it’s both. The 
only rule to live by is ‘Do whatever makes you happy’. 
Don’t let yourself be held back by people around you – 
chances are that they’re simply intimidated by your indi
viduality and are trying to pull you down to their miser-
able level in order to make themselves feel better. 

























































 | Make-up by Koko Chang | Hair by Tanapon Sae-tang  | 
Styled by Teerawat Janseng | Wardrobe by Teschvit Krutsang

   









































































 | Make up by Cyrillia Deyrea  | Model - Marine Moreteau | Light Assistant - Karim
|Backstage Video by Jean Louis Cruz | Hair by Valerie Guillaume | Editing by Praseptio Wibowo

 | Shot on Location at Aer Hotel, Auzeville, France |















































































 | Wardrobe by ANOESES | 
 | Anoeses is a brand of premium quality leather accessories 

and lingerie inspired by images of desire, eroticism and fashion |  

















 | Model - Kate Svynarchuk | Make Up by Ivanna Mamchuk |  
Hair by Victoria Kroyl |  Styled by Maria Babak 







































 | Stylist: Lindsay Jernigan | Hair Stylist: Kelsey Zahn | Videographer: Davide Micciulla |
  | Makeup Artist: Kendell Cotta | Story by Bart Owen | Plastic PR | 









































































































 | Kat Toronto aka Miss Meatface, courtesy of the artist and The Untitled Space |  






































